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The Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers
(ICANN) was created in 1998 to perform technical coordination
of the Internet. ICANN also lays the foundations for governance,
creating capabilities for promulgating and enforcing global regulations on Internet use. ICANN leverages the capabilities in the Internet domain name system (DNS) to implement four mechanisms
of governance: authority, law, sanctions, and jurisdictions. These
governance-related features are embodied in seemingly technical
features of ICANN’s institutional design. Recognition of ICANN’s
governance mechanisms allows us to better understand the Internet’s emerging regulatory regime.
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INTERNET GOVERNANCE
The Internet has often been hailed as a domain of benevolent anarchy, a place where free communication is securely in place. It is a “modern Hydra” capable of circumventing regulation (Froomkin, 1999, p. 129 ) and a
“space of no control” (Lessig, 1999, p. 24 ). As Internet
bard John Perry Barlow says, “Governments of the Industrial World, . . . You have no sovereignty where we gather”
(cited in Lessig, 1999, p. 218 ).
Stated less colorfully, the Internet presents challenges to
governance. By governance I mean the existence of some
authority able to make globally applicable rules for InReceived 2 May 2000; accepted 13 August 2001.
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ternet usage backed up by sanctions. Internet governance
exists in various partial forms (e.g., AOL chat rooms or
government regulation of computers within national territory ), but overall the Internet does not have a coherent
and effective system of authoritative rule making and enforcement. The reasons for this lie both in characteristics
of the technology, which make control dif cult, and in the
global reach of Internet communications , which creates
jurisdictiona l con ict among government regulators.
This “ungovernability ” of the Internet, however, is
changing. In his book Code, Lawrence Lessig (1999 ) documents various strategies to eliminate user anonymity and
thereby facilitate law enforcement. Likewise, in a recent
court case over Internet auctions of Nazi memorabilia that
was illegal in France, the Yahoo! Corporation was ordered
to detect viewer’s location and apply local content regulations to them (AFP, 1999 ). As with other technologie s
preceding it, as the Internet becomes important to the society around it, attempts are made to integrate it within
existing regulatory structures (Hughes, 1983 ).
The most signi cant development in the trend to render the Internet governable is the creation of the Internet
Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN).
Created in 1998, ICANN is a private, nonpro t entity
whose of cial mandate is to perform technical coordination of core Internet resources, most notably domain names
(e.g., mycomputer.org ). Its site of incorporation lies in California but its authority extends, directly or indirectly, over
all users of the Internet.
ICANN has the potential to radically change the nature
of the Internet. By putting in place all the mechanisms
needed for the creation, promulgation , and enforcement of
regulations, ICANN makes effective Internet governance
possible for the  rst time. No longer is the Internet a Hydra that is impossible to control. ICANN’s mechanisms for
governance can serve any number of possible regulations.
The frequency of past attempts to regulate the Internet suggests that the realization of these mechanisms could attract
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widespread interest in their utilization (Froomkin, 1997 ).
Depending on one’s viewpoint, creation of a capability for
governance holds the promise or the threat of taming the
electronic frontier.
In what follows I offer a detailed analysis of ICANN.
My purpose is to render comprehensible the interrelation ship between technology, administration , and governance,
explaining how a computer network addressing system
makes possible a system of governance. To do this I explain
what governance is, how the Internet’s domain name system (DNS) works, and how the former is realized through
the latter.
For policymakers and Internet users, this account can
help inform policy. That the Internet has a point of central
control and that ICANN makes global public policy possible are not widely admitted. Recognition of these governance capabilities justi es the application of normative
criteria of legitimacy, accountabilit y, and equity to the
institutio n and its processes. This study contribute s to a
growing body of policy literature that analyzes ICANN
from the perspective of its historical origins (Mueller,
1999; Klein, 2001a ), its legal status (Froomkin, 2000;
Klein, 2001c ), and its institutiona l design (Post, 1998 ).
This account is also relevant to theoretical debates over
the relationship between technological systems and their
social context. Recent scholarship in the social construc tion of technology has emphasized the in uence of social factors in shaping technological change (Bijker, 1995;
Bijker et al., 1987; Klein & Kleinman, 2002 ). Writers on
technology policy have likewise emphasized how designing systems is comparable to writing law, insofar as both
activities create social structures that constrain human behavior (Lessig, 1999; Kapor, 1990; Klein, 2000 ). ICANN
offers stark evidence of such social structuring, with the
domain name system de ning important parameters of
governance.
In what follows, I  rst consider the technological and
institutiona l factors that have inhibited Internet regulation
and then continue with a more general discussion of what
governance is. Following that I examine the domain name
system, both as a technologica l and administrative hierarchy, and I identify characteristics that allow for governance. There then follows an analysis of the mechanisms
of Internet governance as realized in ICANN. Then, as an
illustratio n of how the governance mechanisms work in
practice, I examine ICANN’s global public policy de ning
property rights in domain names. I consider the problem of
legitimacy in ICANN and speculate about possible future
areas of regulation.
The Problem of Internet Governance
Regardless of whether one supports or opposes speci c
regulations, it is generally recognized that regulation of

the Internet has proven dif cult. Copying music, software,
and other forms of intellectual property has become simple, and the growth in legal actions against property violators likely represents only a small fraction of incidents of
unauthorized copying (Fryer, 1995 ). Attempts by national
governments to control content have foundered on the Internet’s global nature and the interjurisdictiona l con icts
in regulation (Andrews, 1999 ).
Barriers to regulation arise in part from characteristics of the technology. Internet communications do not
pass through a central channel but are instead passed between many independent networks, and even the messages
themselves are broken into packets that may follow different itineraries from source to destination (Cerf & Kahn,
1974 ). With multiple independent parties sending multiple
independent packets through multiple independent channels, there is no central communication channel that could
serve as a control point for promulgating and enforcing
regulations.
Regulation also founders on institutiona l factors. The
Internet challenges establishe d jurisdiction s (Johnson &
Post, 1997; Perrit, 1997 ). Public authority resides in the
state, whose foundationa l characteristic is the exercise
control over a geographically de ned domain (Schroeder,
1998 ). Yet the “spaceless” nature of the Internet violates
the geographical underpinnin g of public authority
(Holitscher, 1999 ). The mismatch between a network that
is global and regulations that are national undermines
many attempts at regulation (Froomkin, 1997 ).
To make conceptual sense of this situation, it is useful to
step back from the details and consider governance from
a theoretical level. What is governance? What is needed
in order to govern? What is needed for governance of the
Internet?
In Democracy and Its Critics (1989 ), Robert Dahl de nes what governance is and what is needed to achieve
it. He identi es a set of “assumptions of a political order”
(pp. 106 – 107 ) that specify the minimal conditions for a
system of governance. I call these mechanisms of governance. Paraphrasing Dahl’s de nition, we can identify
four such mechanisms. The  rst is an authority. Governance requires a governor or a sovereign. An entity, be it
an individua l or a group, must make policy decisions that
apply to the members of the polity. A second governance
mechanism is law. Laws implement policy decisions. They
might take the form of a tax, a license, or simply a binding
rule. Third, there must be some mechanism for imposing
sanctions. This allows for punishment of those who violate laws. Finally, governance requires the de nition of
jurisdiction. Jurisdictio n de nes the space over which the
authority makes decisions and within which the laws apply and are enforced by the threat of sanctions. These four
mechanisms make governance possible : the governing authority can make a policy decision that applies within its
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jurisdiction, embodying that decision in law and imposing
sanctions on whomever disobeys. [A similar discussion
can be found in the appendix of Code (Lessig, 1999 ).]
The Internet’s vaunted ungovernabilit y results from the
absence of these four mechanisms. Regulation is dif cult
because authority, law, sanctions, and jurisdictions are not
in place.
ICANN realizes these four mechanisms through its control of the Internet’s domain name system (DNS). Although Internet communication has no central control
point, Internet addressing, as realized in the DNS, is centralized. DNS provides the control point from which to
regulate users. Moreover, the DNS is also an essential resource, so it provides a means of sanctioning users: denial
of access to domain names is the equivalent to banishment
from the Internet. The DNS also de nes jurisdiction s on
the Internet. The logical organization of the DNS allows
authority to be mapped onto distinct zones. Finally, the
contractual foundations of the DNS provide opportunitie s
to promulgate regulations. Taken together, these features
render ICANN capable of governance.
DNS AND GOVERNANCE—A SIMPLE ACCOUNT
In order to understand ICANN, one must  rst understand
the domain name system. Here I analyze DNS in two
passes. I  rst present the DNS in a simpli ed form, treating it as a single, nondistribute d system. Seen this way,
the governance features of the DNS are most easily recognized. In a later section I examine the distributed inner
structure of the DNS and present the various mechanisms
used to realize coherent administratio n and policymaking .
DNS: The Control Point of the Internet
I begin with a little-recognize d fact: The Internet really
consists of two “systems,” one for communications (the
“TCP/IP” protocols ) and one for addressing (the DNS ).
The communication system is the Internet as we commonly know it. It is extremely decentralized—so much so
that it is really not a “system” at all but rather just a set
of protocols by which independent computer networks can
send data packets to each other. It is this decentralized system that informs most public understandin g of the Internet
and that underlies claims about ungovernabilit y.
In marked contrast to this, the addressing system—the
domain name system (DNS )—is centralized (Albitz and
Liu, 1998 ). Nearly all Internet communications rely on
this single system. The DNS can be thought of as the Internet’s telephone book and directory assistance service.
Before one computer can communicate with another, it
must do the equivalent of contacting directory assistance
with a name of the party it wishes to call and receiving
back the number to dial. This is a necessary prelude to
communication.
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Internally, the DNS consists of a database and a dynamic
lookup service. The database includes pairs of domain
names and IP numbers. Domain names are alphanumeric
(and hence human-friendly ) identi ers of computers on the
Internet. IP (Internet Protocol ) numbers (or addresses ) are
machine-friendly numeric identi ers. For example, a given
computer’s domain name might be mycomputer.org, and
its corresponding IP number might be 12.34.56.78. The
DNS resolves domain names into IP numbers. In name
resolution, the DNS accepts a domain name from a user
and returns the corresponding number. The DNS computers performing name resolution are called name servers.
Only after resolution has occurred can the user-to-user
e-mail or web communication begin.1
This two-step procedure is immediately visible on most
web browsers (e.g., Netscape Navigator ). Once a user enters a domain name, the browser will indicate that it is
interacting with the DNS by posting a message like “Looking up host . . .” As long as a few seconds may pass before
resolution is performed, and IP number is returned, and
actual communication may begin. Sometimes name resolution fails, as when a misspelled name generates an error
message like, “Unable to locate host . . . ,” and no number is
returned. By watching the status messages on a browser’s
screen, a user can observe the name resolution process.
At the heart of the DNS is the Internet’s name space. The
name space lists (nearly ) all computers on the Internet.2
At the time of this writing the name space contains tens
of millions of entries. When one reads statistics about the
growth of the Internet, the numbers usually refer to the
size of the name space. It provides a rough approximation
of the number of individual users: Since most computers
listed in the DNS are gateways into private networks with
many users, the number of users is much greater than the
number of entries in the name space.
In a manner of speaking, the name space is the Internet.
In order to exist on the Internet, a computer must be listed in
the name space. Without a listing (without a domain name
and an IP number ) a computer cannot be found by others.
Removal of a computer’s listing from the name space constitutes a kind of banishment, for a computer disappears
from the list of addressable computers. Whatever entity
controls the name space database effectively controls the
Internet. These points are discussed in detail next.
As currently designed, the name space must obey certain design principles (IAB, 2000; ICANN, 2001 ). The
system’s designers claim that the name space must be
unique and it must be managed by a single entity. There can
only be one database that constitute s the de nitive listing
of computers on the Internet. Copies may exist, but independent name spaces cannot, because they could evolve to
have different contents. Were multiple, independent name
spaces to exist, a given domain name could resolve to
different IP addresses depending on which name space
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was used, which would render communication unreliable.
This technologica l imperative of uniqueness underlies the
centrality of the DNS, for all communications must use
a single, authoritative name space. The Internet’s use of a
unique name space (with a single administrator ) “is a technical necessity, not a policy choice” (IAB, 2000 ). (Were
this design feature not necessary, then numerous possibil ities for policy choices would be opened ).
Administration
DNS is more than a technical system; it is also an administrative and policy system. Continuing with our simpli ed
view of DNS as a single, nondistribute d database, we can
examine the DNS in terms of a single administrator and a
single policy authority. The policy authority entity makes
general rules for changes to the name space, such as allowable domain names, cost of registration in the name space,
and restrictions on the addition or deletion of names. The
administrator implements these decisions, adding, deleting, and modifying the database entries to re ect the entry,
exit, and changed status of computers. The administrator
also ensures the reliable operation of the name server.
The DNS’s uniqueness requirement means that the policy authority and the administrator exercise monopoly
power. There must be a unique name space, and it must
be managed by a unique administrator, who, in turn, must
be subject to a unique policy authority. “Both the design
and the implementation of the DNS protocol are heavily
based on the assumption that there is a single owner or
maintainer” (IAB, 2000 ). Only in this way can the name
space be guaranteed to function reliably. Directly or indirectly, this one DNS administrator contracts with every
network connected to the Internet. Thus, paralleling the
DNS’s technical centralization is administrative and policy centralization.
The DNS administrator is also called a registry. For a
computer to be available on the Internet, the user must
approach the administrator and request to be registered.
The registry registers the computer by adding the user’s
name – number pair to the name space.
The legal mechanism used to connect the central policy
authority with users is the contract. The Internet is a network of networks; most computers registered in the name
space are gateways to private networks managed by network administrators . Each listing in the DNS is accompanied by a contract between the central DNS administrator
and a network administrato r. The contract speci es rules
and conditions for inclusion in the name space, such as
the provision of contact information, the payment of an
annual fee, acknowledgment of the role of the DNS administrator, and so on. Thus, every network in the Internet
has a contract with the single entity overseeing the DNS.
These contracts implement policy centralization.

DNS and Internet Governance
In this simpli ed version of DNS it is easy to recognize the
feasibility of implementing governance. Only relatively
minor modi cations would be needed to realize the four
mechanisms of authority, law, sanctions, and jurisdictions .
The DNS de nes a central authority for the Internet. The
uniqueness requirement of the name space requires a single
central authority, and its decisions apply to all servers in
the name space. To render the DNS policy authority a true
regulatory entity, its domain of decision making would
simply have to expand to public issues, such as intellectual
property regulation or content control. Since there are few
technical barriers to such an expansion, it would be a policy
choice. Thus, realizing governance on the Internet would
require simply broadening the range of topics regulated by
the DNS policy authority.
The DNS also de nes the second governance mechanism: law. The law of the Internet is contained in the
domain name registration contracts. The provisions of the
contracts with network administrators specify the detailed
regulations for their actions. To regulate on broader topics,
the language in the contracts would simply have to expand.
Third, DNS provided a powerful mechanism for sanctions: domain name denial (i.e., the deletion of a user’s
name – number listing from the name space ). This is the
power of banishment: Network administrators who refused
to obey the regulations in their contracts could be delisted
from the name space and made to disappear. Name registration could be treated as a privilege, revocable if a user
violated the rules.
The DNS neatly solves the problem of jurisdiction as
well. The jurisdictio n of the DNS policy authority extends
to every computer on the Internet but no farther. The registration contract is the manifestation of jurisdiction . Every
network administrator is contractually bound to the DNS’s
policy authority.
Thus, the domain name system provided the means
to realize mechanisms of governance. Relatively minor
changes to DNS could put each mechanism in place. The
DNS policy authority would need to merely broaden its
regulatory scope and include those broader regulations
in contracts with network administrators . Domain name
denial provides an adequate mechanism to sanction rule
breakers. The jurisdictio n of the policy authority would
exactly cover the Internet, no less and no more.
In order to fully realize Internet governance, two additional consideration s would have to be addressed. The  rst
is practical: Some means would be needed to extend policy authority to the individua l user. Since the domain name
registration contract is between the central authority and
a network administrator, individua l users are not immediately subject to regulations. Regulation of individual users
could be achieved using a  ow-down contract. Network
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administrators generally require users to sign an agreement
when they obtain an account, and this user contract could
repeat the provisions from the administrators’ contract. In
this way a single set of regulations could “ ow down” from
the central DNS administrator to network administrator s
and from there to all users. Indirectly, all Internet users
could be regulated by the central DNS administrator. Violation of the user contract could lead to loss of Internet
access for the user account. Network administrators who
failed to enforce  ow-down contracts on their users would
 nd themselves subject to domain name denial, that is,
banishment from the Internet. While such a user contract
remains hypothetical, its feasibility is not. In a later section
I survey the types of regulations that have been or could
be implemented through such a system.
A second consideration about governance is more normative in nature. Were the DNS policy authority to become a general-purpose regulator, then careful thought
would have to be given to its legitimacy. As the scope of
its policymaking expanded, its authority would have to be
grounded on some appropriate principle. This could be realized by placing ultimate policy authority in the hands of
governments or in the hands of a newly constituted representational institution . As discussed later, when policy
authority was located in ICANN, it adopted a representational mechanisms to ensure legitimacy.
The discussion so far has built on one simplifying assumption: that the Internet name space is a single, centralized database. In the early phases of the Internet’s development this was true. In the 1970s the entire namespace
was contained in one  le called “hosts.txt” (Mockapetris,
1983 ). By 1983, however, the continued growth of the
network had led researchers to redesign the name space,
and break up the name space into multiple, interconnecte d
pieces. The name space is less centralized than has been
presented here. Decentralization renders governance of the
Internet much more complex. I turn now to an analysis of
that more complex architecture.
DNS AND GOVERNANCE—THE DISTRIBUTED
SYSTEM
In fact, the name space is a distributed database. In theory, all name – number pairs could be held in one central
database as described in the simpli ed account just given.
However, since thousands of name resolution queries occur each second, a centralized DNS computer might be
overwhelmed. Instead, the name space is distribute d
among multiple computers to share the workload.
The name space exists as a collection of partial, separate databases running on separate computers. Each partial
database is called a zone  le (or zone ). A zone contains a
subset of the total list of name– number pairs. To each zone
is associated a name server (or server—a software pro-
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gram for name resolution ) and a host computer (or host—
the hardware that hosts the zone  le and name server ).
Thus, the entire name space is a distributed database-andname-resolution system whose building block is the triad
of a zone  le, name server program, and host computer.
As in any distributed database, the relationship between
the parts is carefully structured. The different zone are
linked to each other to form a top-down pyramidal hierarchy or an inverted tree (with its root at the top ). At
the apex of the hierarchy is a single zone, the root. The
root zone links to multiple zones just beneath it, and those
zones in turn link to multiple zones beneath them, and so
on. (This is the same structure as the  les on a personal
computer ). The levels in the hierarchy are clearly identi ed: The root zone links to “top-level” zones, these link
to “second-level” zones, then the “third-level” zones, and
so on.
While a given zone may link downward to multiple
zones, it can link upward to just one zone. Directly or
indirectly, all zones link upwards to the single root zone.
The existence of one root in the name space ful lls the
uniqueness condition.
Subtrees in this distributed database are called domains.
A domain consists of a zone and all zones beneath it in the
hierarchy. Domain names are often referred to by their
level in the tree. Domains beginning at top-level zones are
top-level domains or TLDs; domains beginning at the next
level are second-level domains, and so on. The domain of
the root is the complete name space. The entire system
constitutes the domain name system or DNS. The terms
zone and domain are often used interchangeably, but the
former refers to one single  le and the latter refers to that
single  le and all lower  les in its subtree.
A domain has a name—which, not surprisingly, is called
a domain name. Well-known top-level domain names are
.com, .org, and .net. The largest domain in the name space,
.com links to millions of lower-level domains. An Internet
address like mycomputer.com consists of a second-level
domain (mycomputer ) and a top-level domain (.com ). A
string of domain names, with the different levels separated by dots, uniquely identi es any computer in the name
space.
This distributed hierarchy de nes relationship s of topdown control. Any zone  le can be modi ed to link (include ) or delink (exclude ) the zones below it in the name
space. This is the power of virtual life and death. When
a name server is connected to the root via some series of
links, then it exists in the name space. Should a zone  le
be modi ed to eliminate a link, the computer or computers below it in the hierarchy will be cut off from the name
space. Each server in the hierarchy controls the path to the
root for the servers below it.
An example may illuminate this. Suppose I want Internet e-mail services for my company. I already have an
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internal company network, and now I want to connect my
network to the Internet. To do that, I must link a host computer in my network into the name space, that is, register
the host’s domain name and IP address in a DNS zone
 le. Since the name space is a distributed database, there
are many zone  les to which I could link: A registry in
Virginia maintains a zone  le called .com, a registry in
England maintains a zone  le called .uk, my parent company hosts a zone  le called .holdingcompany (which is
itself linked to the .com zone  le ). By my registering my
host into an available zone  le, it becomes part of the name
space and exists in the Internet. Likewise, should my entry
in the zone  le ever be delinked (the domain name canceled ), my host would disappear from the Internet. The
modi cation to the zone  le that allows me to enter or exit
from the Internet is not made by me but by the administrator of the next higher zone  le, upon whom I continue
to depend for my presence on the Internet.
Administration
In the simpli ed explanation earlier, DNS administratio n
and policy authority were held by a single pair of organizations. In the distributed DNS, every domain has such an
administration – policy pair (which I refer to simply as an
“administrator ”; in some cases it may be one and the same
organization, anyway ). These organizations are organized
according to the distributed structure of the name space:
Total DNS administratio n is a multiorganizatio n hierarchy, with each administrator exercising control over lower
level administrators. At the apex of the hierarchy is the
root administrator.
Each administrator exercises monopoly control over its
immediate zone  le (to ensure uniqueness of its portion
of the name space ). Moreover, each administrator has authority over the entire domain beneath it. When it registers
a lower level host, it delegates some authority to the lower
level administrator, who exercises monopoly control over
that lower zone  le. Authority  ows down the hierarchy
from the root zone administrator, with responsibilit y for
the entire name space, to the individua l host computers at
the lowest level zones. Each administrator is subject to the
policies of higher level entities. In this way, the policies
made at the root can be transmitted down through the levels of the hierarchy to apply, directly or indirectly, to all
administrators in the DNS. As a group, the administrators
serve as the gatekeepers to the name space and hence to
the Internet.
Just as zone  les are joined by links, administrators are
joined by contracts. The root administrator formalizes its
delegation of authority to top-level administrators in a contract. Some provisions of that contract may be required to
be included in subsequent contracts. In this way, regulations may  ow down the entire hierarchy to the individual

network administrator or possibly even the individual user,
as discussed earlier.
As one would expect, the administratio n of the root zone
is particularly important. All other hosts on the Internet
access the name space only with a delegation of authority
directly or indirectly from the root. Policy authority over
the root—the power to add or delete top-level domains—
confers direct control over all top-level domains and indirect power over all lower level domains. Authority over
the root zone extends to the entire Internet.
In summary, this more accurate account of the DNS
reveals another order of magnitude of technical and administrative complexity. Seen as a whole, the DNS is a
centralized control point for the Internet. However, because it is a decentralized system, the DNS has an internal
structure that relies on hierarchical control and contracts
to achieve uni ed policy capabilities.
Historical Factors in DNS
At this point we can switch from technical analysis to historical analysis. The discussion so far outlined the functioning of the DNS and its structure as a distributed database. This historical analysis outlines evolution of the DNS
namespace and its administrativ e hierarchy.
The Internet began as a research project in the 1970s,
and the computer scientists developing it shaped the evolution of its administrative and policy institution s (Hafner &
Lyon, 1998 ). This research community was centered in institution s like the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF),
the Internet Architecture Board (IAB ), the University of
Southern California’s Information Sciences Institute (ISI ),
and the Internet Society (ISOC) (Leiner et al., 2000 ).
One person, in particular, played a key role in the DNS
development: Dr. Jon Postel, a computer scientist at the
University of Southern California. Working under a research contract from the US government, Postel exercised
policy authority over the root, a function eventually called
the Internet Assigned Number Authority (IANA ). In his
IANA role, Postel maintained the root zone  le, authorized
the addition of new top-level domains (TLDs), selected administrators to whom to delegate authority, and performed
myriad other tasks. Postel had  rst assumed this task as a
graduate student in the 1970s. As the Internet grew, the signi cance of Postel’s decisions increased accordingly, and
by the 1990s his decisions had global implications. Yet
policy authority over the root continued to reside in him
personally. Since he worked as a government contractor,  nal authority of cially lay with the U.S. government—but
for most of the 1980s and 1990s, Postel exercised personal
authority over the DNS.
In 1984, in a document known as RFC920, Postel and
colleague Joyce Reynolds de ned the evolutionary trajectory of the name space (Postel & Reynolds, 1984 ). RFC920
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de ned the number of top-level zones and the names they
would bear. While the name space would always have just
one root zone  le, Postel and Reynolds announced in 1984
that the top level would consist of some 250 zone  les.
RFC920 served as the blueprint for the structure of the
namespace and its future growth. This number of zone
 les had no basis in technical necessity; it could have been
smaller or larger.
RFC920 also speci ed the character strings to identify the zone  les. The 250 TLDs would be divided into
two naming classes: There would be six “generic” TLDs
(gTLDs: .gov, .edu, .com, .org, .mil, and .net ), and there
would be some 244 “country code” TLDs (ccTLDs; based
on the ISO 3166-1 standard list of two-character country
codes like .uk for United Kingdom, .fr for France, .jp for
Japan, and so on ). Again, the particular character strings
used in the domain names had no technical signi cance;
they merely had to be unique. However, as chosen, the
strings had major policy signi cance, for their meanings
implied that different zones would have different uses. The
250 TLDs de ned a name space partly based on function
(.com for commercial, .mil for military, etc. ) and partly
based on geopolitical identi ers (country names ). Decided
long before the Internet’s global signi cance emerged, the
number of TLDs and the meanings attached to them would
have lasting consequences.
While RFC920 de ned the DNS structure and naming
conventions , its implementation proceeded incrementally
over many years. Implementation of the TLDs required
selecting an administrator to maintain the zone  le and to
operate the name server. Furthermore, the implementation
of the generic TLDs proceeded very differently than the
country code TLDs: The U.S. government selected the
former, while IANA selected the latter.
While Postel/IANA possessed policy authority over the
root, the administrator of the root was a private company:
Network Solutions, Inc. (NSI). NSI took its orders from
IANA, but ultimately operated under contract with the US
government. NSI both administered and exercised policy
authority over .com, .net, and .org.
Growth in .com made NSI both wealthy and powerful.
After the U.S. government opened the Internet to commercial use in 1994, registrations in .com exploded. By the late
1990s, .com had grown to over 10 million registrations —
more than half of the entire name space. This concentration of growth in the namespace was not an inherent
feature of the DNS, but rather occurred as an unforeseen
development—a combination of good marketing by NSI
and widespread acceptance of the DNS naming convention, which identi ed .com as the commercial domain.
Ultimately, the .com domain contained so much of the total name space that it rivaled the root for its importance for
the overall network (Mueller, 1999 ). Charging an annual
fee of $35 per registered name, NSI collected hundreds of
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millions of dollars of revenue from its monopoly of the
Internet’s one commercially named domain.
In contrast to NSI, administrators of country code TLDs
resembled IANA: They were usually nonpro t organizations, often af liated with university research centers.
Since IANA had de ned zone  les in terms of country
codes and had created just one zone  le per country, there
was just one administrator in each country. Each of them
constituted an implicit national monopoly: the .fr registry
was France’s only registry, the .uk registry was the sole
UK registry, and so on. Although there was no technical
basis for national monopolies, the naming convention in
RFC920 implied such a system. Organizationally, the system of national ccTLD monopolies was reminiscent of the
system of national telephone companies (PTTs), which
operated as national monopolies in many countries.
By October 2000 the full name space consisted of over
30 million name– number pairs (NetNames, 2000 ). Since
IANA had not expanded the number of top-level domains
since issuing RFC920, most growth in the name space
occurred in second-level domains. Most of that was contained in a single TLD, .com, where NSI had registered
over 18 million hosts. NSI’s .org and .net TLDs contained
another 5 million hosts. The rest of the name space was
mostly distribute d in various country code TLDs. Above
it all, Jon Postel at IANA oversaw delegations of authority
to new administrators .
Thus the DNS as it existed toward the end of the 1990s
was considerably more complex than the system described
earlier. First, it was decentralized. The change from
hosts.txt to the decentralized DNS occurred in 1983
(Mockapetris, 1983 ). Second, over the years numerous
nontechnical developments had shaped the system. Most
TLDs bore country code identi ers, which associated them
with geopolitical entities (countries ). One zone  le in the
hierarchy, .com, contained nearly the entire name space
(thereby somewhat defeating decentralization ). In the
community of nonpro t DNS administrators , Network Solutions was emerging as a commercial giant. Most importantly, policy authority for the entire DNS lay with one
person, Jon Postel. The DNS was complex—and rife with
potential con icts.
Governance
Nonetheless, the DNS could still be used to realize the
mechanisms of governance. Although more complex arrangements would be needed than those discussed earlier,
a decentralized DNS could still be used to realize authority,
law, sanctions, and jurisdictions . In this section I consider
in the abstract the manner in which the DNS technology
would render governance possible .
Decentralization would not signi cantly affect the
realization of two mechanisms: law and sanctions. Even
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with the addition of multiple levels of hierarchy,  owdown contracts could still bring rules down to users.
Decentralization would require a longer cascade of  owdown contracts but would not otherwise affect this mechanism. Likewise, domain name denial could still serve
as a sanction. With each administrator in the name space,
from the root on down, exercising monopoly control
over its zone  le, each one could delink lower level hosts
from the name space. Name registration could still be
treated as a privilege, revocable if a registrant violated the
rules.
Decentralization would render the other two governance
mechanisms considerably more dif cult to realize, however. Decentralization fragmented authority and jurisdic tion, especially in the country code domains.
Policy authority and jurisdictio n would still be uni ed at
the root. IANA could make rules for the entire name space
and promulgate them down the hierarchy. However, at the
top-level domains (TLDs) it would encounter another authority that might challenge it. The distinctio n between
generic TLDs (gTLDs) and country code TLDs (ccTLDs)
would inhibit unity of authority and jurisdiction .
ccTLDs are associated with countries, and most countries already have policy authorities: their national
governments. National governments could claim jurisdic tion in ccTLDs bearing their country code. Although national governments’ domains were lower in the DNS
hierarchy than IANA, it would be awkward for IANA
to assert authority over them. An Internet governance
institutio n would be in a poor position to challenge a
national government’s right to make public policy. Even
if a national government was unaware of the DNS
(as was often the case ), the proactive exercise of policy authority by IANA might provoke a national government to act. Thus it would be dif cult for the policy
authority at the root to exercise policy authority in the
ccTLDs.
Making matters more complex, among the ccTLDs
there would be a plethora of authorities. Country code
TLDs were independent from each other, and each could
make its own policies in its domain, potentially resulting in a host of divergent and con icting policies. Decentralization of the DNS had created hundreds of authorities, each with an implicit claim of jurisdictio n over their
ccTLD. Thus it would seem that integrated governance
of the Internet would be impossible. The engineers’ decision to organize the name space according to political
lines, as codi ed in RFC920, had fragmented authority and
jurisdiction.
In the gTLDs, in contrast, integrated governance would
be possible. IANA could regulate domains like .com, .org,
and .net, because these domains had no accountabilit y
to authoritie s outside of the DNS. Any authority they

possessed in the DNS was only by way of a delegation
from IANA. Furthermore, although gTLDs were only a
small number of the total set of domains, they contained
the lion’s share of all users. Effective authority in just these
domains would still affect most Internet users.
Thus fully integrated governance would not be possible in the DNS—but a workable degree of governance
would be. The realization of a single authority and a single jurisdictio n in .com, .org, and .net would be straightforward. Moreover, such a jurisdictio n would include most
users, given the heavy concentration of registrations in the
gTLDs. Policy authority at the root could regulate them by
 ow-down contracts backed by the threat of domain name
denial. This would reduce but not overcome the problem
of fragmented authority.
To further mitigate the fragmentation of authority, IANA
and national governments could seek to coordinate policies. Although there were hundreds of ccTLDs, registrations were unevenly distributed among them. Domains like
.uk or .jp contained many more registrations than others
like .bg (Bulgaria ). Coordination between IANA and just
the largest ccTLDs would bring the Internet much closer to
integrated governance by bringing most of the outstandin g
users under the same policies.
One could speculate that additiona l policy coherence
could be achieved by pressuring any recalcitrant ccTLD
authorities. Were a small ccTLD to resist enforcing some
policy backed by IANA and by large governments, the
larger parties could challenge the policy authority of the
smaller national governments. IANA could exercise its
ability to delink a top-level domain or reassign it to a
more compliant administrator. In this way, smaller ccTLDs
might be coaxed or bullied into adopting policies agreed
on by larger players. Overall policy coherence would be
improved.
In closing this section, a  nal issue must be addressed:
the role of the U.S. government. The U.S. government employed Jon Postel and Network Solutions, and it claimed
 nal authority over the root zone  le. Although IANA was
the highest policy authority in the DNS, IANA itself operated under policy authority of the United States. Were
Internet governance mechanisms to be implemented, and
were the status of the United States not to change, then the
United States would be the  nal authority over the Internet. This again might cause tensions with other national
governments, which would  nd themselves subordinate to
the United States.
In summary, a decentralized DNS would not allow for
full realization of mechanisms of governance. Law and
sanctions could be easily realized, but authority and jurisdiction would be fragmented. Located in the gTLDs,
most users could be regulated by IANA. Bringing the entire name space under IANA’s authority, however, would
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require negotiation with many autonomous national
authorities.
ICANN
Having reviewed the DNS, we can now turn to the Internet
Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN).
Created in 1998 and still evolving at the time of this writing, ICANN realizes the governance potential in DNS,
leveraging Internet addressing to achieve global governance. Not only has it created the capabilities for regulation, it has even employed them: In 1999 ICANN promulgated global public policy that de ned intellectua l
property rights in domain names. In what follows I identify the speci c features of ICANN by which it realizes
authority, jurisdiction , law, and sanction.
I begin by setting the historical scene. By the late 1990s
the DNS had come under severe stress from a variety
of sources. The Internet had rapidly outgrown its original institutions , most notably the very personal nature
of IANA, whose legitimacy was based on the reputation
of one man. Should something have happened to
Jon Postel, IANA could have become unstable. Another
source of stress arose from entrepreneurs wishing to compete with NSI’s monopoly: They began proposing
alternate name spaces, new TLDs (e.g., .web ), and independent registries (Mueller, 1998 ). This threatened to
fragment the name space. The global nature of IANA was
another issue. The United Nations’ International Telecommunications Union (ITU ) became involved and sought
to assume authority over the name space. National governments and the European Commission became interested, too; they perceived a threat to their sovereignty from
U.S. control of this new global information infrastructure.
Disputes over sovereignty and jurisdictio n were heating
up. Intense con icts also began to emerge over domain
names that matched trademarks (e.g., coca-cola.com ). The
United Nations’ World Intellectual Property Organization
(WIPO ) and U.S. interest groups applied intense political pressure to install trademark regulations in domain
names (Shaw, 1997 ). Making this political mix all the
more volatile was that these con icts developed in “Internet time”; every passing month witnessed exponentia l
growth in the size of both the network and the political
stakes.
The process by which the research community, trademark interests, communication businesses, and national
governments came together to create a new institutio n to
replace IANA is documented elsewhere (Mueller, 1999;
Klein, 2001a ). Here we are interested in the product of
that long and contentious process: ICANN. In the following institutiona l analysis I dissect a snapshot of ICANN,
as it existed around year 2000.
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ICANN is best understood as a set of semi-autonomou s
institutions . That set includes not only ICANN as a corporation but also some external entities like a committee of
national governments and the TLD administrators . To distinguish ICANN-the-set-of-institution s and ICANN-thecorporation, I refer to the former as the “ICANN system”
and the latter simply as “ICANN.”
The four mechanisms of governance are mixed deep in
ICANN’s administrative system and so can be dif cult to
identify. In what follows, I analyze ICANN’s features in
terms of their governance-related functions. First I focus
on how ICANN realized mechanisms for authority and
jurisdictions , and in the following section I focus on the
mechanisms for policy and sanctions.
Authority and Jurisdiction
The new ICANN corporation replaced Jon Postel as the
policy authority over the root. ICANN solved the problem
of stability: A person was replaced by an institution , so that
the IANA could function independentl y of any one individual. ICANN also partially solved the problem of intergovernmental con ict: ICANN was private, and its bylaws
explicitly forbade government of cials from serving on the
board. Thus although its authority would extend globally,
that authority was ostensibly nongovernmenta l and would
not con ict with national governments’ sovereignty. Furthermore, with a mission to engage in simple technical
coordination of the Internet, ICANN claimed to have no
public policy role.
The problem of legitimacy was addressed by the composition of the board of directors. A person, Postel, was replaced by a collection of representatives; legitimacy
through expertise and personal reputation was replaced by
legitimacy through accountabilit y to stakeholders.
ICANN’s board represented different functional and geographic constituencies . Of 19 directors, 9 represented technical expert groups, another 9 represented users, and the
 nal director was the organization’s top staff person.
ICANN’s board, however, was itself subject to a higher
authority: the U.S. government. The U.S. Department of
Commerce (DOC ) retained ultimate control of the root,
leaving ICANN policy decisions subject to a potential
veto. Despite the much-publicized privatization , the United
States never completely ceded its hold over the Internet.
As an of cial “fact sheet” of the DOC stated, “The Department of Commerce has no plans to transfer to any
entity its policy authority to direct the authoritative root
server” (DOC, 1999 ). Thus the Internet was international ized and privatized but only under the watchful oversight
of the U.S. government. (Whether the United States will
eventually cede full authority to ICANN is not currently
known. )
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Beneath the root, contracts extended the authority of
ICANN and the United States down to the administrators
of the gTLDs and the ccTLDs. The generic TLDs proved
more willing to sign on, since NSI administered nearly all
of them and was under pressure from the United States
to participate in ICANN. Following some bargaining over
conditions , NSI and ICANN reached agreement in 1999.
ICANN thereby achieved policy authority in the most populous domains. The ccTLDs proved more circumspect, and
as late as 2001 ICANN was still reporting small progress
in this area (ICANN, 2001 ). Top-down policy authority in
these domains failed to be established and remained one
of the most dif cult issues in the system.
The implicit con ict of authority between ICANN and
national governments manifested itself in the Governmental Advisory Committee (GAC ). The GAC was an of cial
ICANN advisory committee in which national governments could meet, discuss, and coordinate their actions.
Individuall y, each national government could assert policy authority over the zone  le bearing its country code.
Together, in GAC, the national governments could coordinate policy.
GAC’s  rst acts were to establish the legitimacy of
members’ claims to policy authority. First, GAC declared,
“The Internet naming system is a public resource in the
sense that its functions must be administered in the public
or common interest” (GAC, 2000 ). By de ning the DNS as
a public good, similar to electromagnetic spectrum, GAC
prepared they way for governmental oversight. Then GAC
linked that public interest to national governments’ authority: “ultimate public policy authority over the relevant
[country code domain] rests with the relevant government”
(GAC, 2000 ). This justi ed the claim by national authorities that ccTLD domains were under their jurisdiction .
Thus ccTLD administrator s found themselves under
two authorities—and they asserted a third of their own.
ICANN claimed that ccTLDs’ authority derived from its
higher authority over the root; if administrators did not follow ICANN’s policies, ICANN could redelegate authority to another party. For their part, national governments
claimed that their zone  le was a public resource under
their authority. A third approach was backed by ccTLD
administrators , who cited policy documents that located
authority in the “local Internet community” rather than
in ICANN or in governments (Postel, 1994 ). This prescription would render the administrators accountable to
Internet users in their home country rather than to their
government or ICANN.
GAC members sought to resolve this ambiguity in their
favor by requesting from ICANN a veto power over
ccTLDs similar to the U.S. veto power over the root. GAC
proposed that ICANN’s power of redelegation be given to
national governments: “when ICANN is noti ed by the relevant government or public authority that the [administra -

tor] has contravened the terms . . . ICANN should act with
the utmost promptness to reassign the delegation” (GAC,
2000 ). Country code managers would have access to the
root only as long as their national government allowed it.
ICANN resisted this arrangement, which would have subordinated it to national governments. At the time of this
writing the fragmentation of authority over the ccTLDs
remained unresolved.
The GAC forum allowed national governments to coordinate on a variety of other policies. GAC began developing a “best practice” document for country managers, so
that national authoritie s could standardize their operations
(GAC, 2000 ). Once common policies were de ned, each
national government could promulgate and enforce those
practices in its own jurisdiction .
Thus the multiplicity of authoritie s caused jurisdictiona l
fragmentation. ICANN claimed jurisdictio n over the entire
name space and, hence, over all users. Likewise, the U.S.
jurisdictio n extended over ICANN and so over the entire
name space. At the top level of the name space, however,
jurisdictiona l con icts merged. The jurisdictions de ned
by the generic TLDs posed little problem; there ICANN
prevailed. In the country code TLDs, however, national
governments claimed jurisdiction. This prevented ICANN
and the United States from realizing one uni ed jurisdic tion in the name space. Still, the vast majority of Internet
users found themselves in ICANN’s sole jurisdiction .
Policy and Sanction
Although ICANN regulated users, it did not have direct
contact with users. Instead, a four-tiered system was implemented, with ICANN at the top, users at the bottom,
and two kinds of organization—registries and registrars —
in between. At the top ICANN used its authority to make
regulations. Beneath it, registries maintained the zone  les
and operated the servers (as described earlier ). Beneath
the registries came the registrars, who served as the retail
interface to users. They performed customer-oriented tasks
of leasing and servicing domain names to users, often
bundling these with additional services like Internet service provision. Finally, at the bottom tier were users (or
network administrators, who, in turn, contracted with individual users ).
Flow-down contracts spanned these levels. ICANN’s
regulations were embodied in contracts with registries,
which included the regulations in their contracts with registrars, who included them in their contracts with network
administrators . Policies “ owed down” from ICANN to
registries to registrars and ultimately to private networks.
The terms of the contract de ned the laws of the Internet.
At each level, ICANN backed up contracts with the
threat of domain name denial. Registries who disobeyed
could have their domain redelegated. Registrars who
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disobeyed could lose their access to registries, so they
would no longer be able to offer domain names to users.
Users who disobeyed could have their domain names removed from the name space or assigned to someone else.
ICANN’s Registrar Accreditation Contract (ICANN,
1999a ) was the primary mechanism for promulgating law.
Any organization that wished to serve as a registrar had to
obey the terms of this contract. It included an open-ended
requirement: “Registrar shall comply . . . with all ICANNadopted Policies” (Section II.D.1.b.i ).3 As ICANN policies changed and the accreditation agreement evolved (as
foreseen in Section II.O, “Right to Substitute Updated
Agreement” ), so could the conditions imposed on domain
name usage. It was this contractual blank check that most
clearly gave ICANN the right to exercise broad governance
activities. The contract’s provisions had to be repeated in
lower level contracts between registrars and users, guaranteeing that regulations would  ow from ICANN to the registrars and eventually to users. These regulations were enforceable with clear sanctions: “The [domain name] holder
shall agree that its registration of the [domain] name shall
be subject to suspension , cancellation, or transfer pursuant
to any ICANN-adopted policy . . . for the resolution of disputes” (Section II.J.7.i ).
Thus the basic governance mechanisms were  owdown contracts backed up by domain-name denial. The
accreditation contract stipulate d the regulations for the Internet, and the power to revoke domain names provided the
sanction for enforcement. Internet users could only enjoy
access to the name space if they obeyed ICANN’s rules;
if they broke the rules, they could see their domain name
suspended, canceled, or transferred.
GLOBAL PUBLIC POLICY
The preceding discussion of DNS, governance, and
ICANN’s institutiona l design has been largely descriptive
and analytical. What is reviewed here is mostly establishe d
fact. If one accepts the four-part de nition of governance,
and if one admits that those mechanisms are indeed present
in ICANN, then it is not controversia l to state that ICANN
has the capability to engage in Internet governance. So far,
little has been said about whether ICANN exercises that capability or whether the system of governance is legitimate.
In this section I engage some of these more contentious
topics.
Global Public Policy
ICANN not only has the capacity to govern, it has also
done so. ICANN has made global public policy. In this
section I explain what it means to make public policy and
how ICANN has done it.
Shortly after ICANN’s governance capabilities were
implemented, they were put into practice. In August 1999
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ICANN promulgated its  rst major policy: the Uniform
Dispute Resolution Policy (UDRP ), which mandated a
procedure for deciding who has intellectual property rights
in a domain name (ICANN, 1999b ). The UDRP illustrate s
how ICANN’s governance mechanisms work in practice.
The UDRP also constitutes ICANN’s  rst global public
policy.
In the late 1990s domain names became valuable, with
names like yahoo.com and amazon.com becoming important business assets. As the value of domain names rose,
disputes arose over name rights. Some disputes arose when
individuals allegedly registered trademarks in anticipation
of selling them to their owner; other arose when owners
allegedly attempted to wrest control over desirable character strings from other users. Sometimes ownership rights
con icted with rights of fair use or free speech (Kleiman,
1999 ). The trouble with such con icts was that existing
trademark law was inadequate for many disputes: Trademark law was national, whereas many disputes were international. Legal mechanisms to settle international disputes in domain names were expensive and awkward to
employ.
ICANN’s UDRP de ned procedures for resolving domain name disputes, thereby effectively setting rules of
ownership and property. Disputes would be settled through
an alternative dispute resolution procedure, in which certi ed private arbitrators would decide the question of rights
based on criteria de ned by ICANN. Arbitration decisions could be enforced by removal or transfer of the
disputed name. It was a “voluntary” system in that parties who were unsatis ed by the outcome of arbitration
could still resort to existing judicial forums for judgment.
However, since existing forums were extremely costly,
the UDRP would in most cases provide the  nal decision
on property rights. The UDRP had de facto the force of
law.
The implementation of the Uniform Dispute Resolution Policy (UDRP ) illustrates ICANN’s use of all four
governance mechanisms. First, the UDRP was developed
with input from staff and various parties and ultimately approved by the ICANN Board in an exercise of its authority.
Second, the policy was codi ed into law through the Registrar Accreditation Agreement. ICANN made the UDRP
a condition for registrar access to the name space, and registrars had to include the UDRP in their retail contracts
with users (it had to “ ow down” ). Third, the UDRP included sanctions: Users who refused to agree to the policy
in advance were denied access to the name space, and users
who were found to be in violation of the UDRP could have
their names deleted or reassigned (banishment ). Finally,
the UDRP applied in ICANN’s jurisdiction . The policy
regulated domain name usage in the .com, .net, and .org
domains. In country code domains, where ICANN’s authority did not immediately apply, the decision to adopt
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the UDRP lay with country code administrators . At the
time of this writing, the policy had been adopted in some
domains but not in all.
In making the UDRP, ICANN made global public policy. The UDRP regulates something of public value: rules
of property. Rules of property, such as trademark,
copyright, and intellectual property, are traditionall y made
by governments. The U.S. Constitution , for instance, speci es rules of intellectual property protection in patents. At
the global level, the reason for a lack of regulation is not
that property rules are somehow less public, but that there
has been no recognized public institution to make such
rules. ICANN stepped into this void. By making global
rules on property, ICANN made a decisions on public values. Although the UDRP may not have been a policy of
enormous import—property rights in domain names is a
relatively small area of regulation—it was a signi cant
 rst step into policymaking .4
Legitimacy
If ICANN makes global public policy, then it is appropriately evaluated by such policy criteria as legitimacy,
accountabilit y, and equity. Indeed, it is around issues like
these that most controversies have erupted (Weinberg,
2000; Froomkin et al., 1999; Klein, 2001c ). Here I brie y
review some of the issues that have arisen around the
ICANN board’s legitimacy.
U.S. policy for the creation of ICANN was laid out in the
Department of Commerce “White Paper,” which de ned
principles for ICANN. Two principles there were particularly relevant to legitimacy: ICANN should be committed
to “private, bottom-up coordination ,” and it should be committed to “representation . . . [providing] input from the
broad and growing community of Internet users” (DOC,
1998b ). Some of these principles became embodied in
ICANN’s bylaws, especially in the mechanisms for representation on the board (Klein, 2001a ).
In a number of instances these principles of legitimacy
were not convincingly upheld. I mention three here.
ICANN’s  rst board of directors was a nine-person interim board. In a move that generated considerable public
outcry (and hearings in the U.S. Congress ), the  rst set
of interim directors was appointed with no public participation or consultation . Instead, the selection process was
conducted behind closed doors in a process later described
even by Jon Postel as “undemocratic and closed” (Daley,
1998 ). However, it was this board that promulgated the
Uniform Dispute Resolution Policy.
The ICANN board was also implemented unevenly. The
directors for the nine expert representatives were seated
within approximately 1 year of ICANN’s creation, and
those directors quickly moved to weaken the seats reserved

for Internet user representatives. In a series of board meetings in 1999 and 2000, the appointed and expert directors
sought to eliminate, reduce, or delay the implementation
of the elected directors (Klein, 2000a ). In so doing, they
repeatedly revised the corporate bylaws that constrained
board actions. As one top government of cial declared to
them at their meeting in July 2000, “the Board is increasingly giving the impression of being extremely cavalier in
changes to the by-laws” (Wilkinson, 2000 ). Shortly thereafter, the board decided to modify the bylaws again to defer the  nal round of director elections until 2002—fully
4 years after the creation of ICANN.
Finally, ICANN’s early board gave evidence of preferring industry professionals to represent Internet users.
In the  rst, partial round of director elections, the board
 lled most of the nominee slots for user representatives
with candidates of its own choosing, selecting individu als from telecommunications giants like France Telecom,
Fujitsu, Deutsche Telekom, and Verizon (Klein, 2000b ).
This tendency to favor the telecommunication s supply industry over Internet users attracted the notice at ICANN’s
July 2000 meeting, of an Australian government of cial,
who stated, “[ICANN] runs the risk of potentially becoming a de facto industry association” (Twomey, 2000 ). The
legitimacy of the board to make decisions affecting all Internet users was again weakened by this tendency for some
interest groups to seek (and arguably to achieve ) disproportionate in uence on the board.
With ICANN making global public policy, its lack of
legitimacy was striking. Although the elections of 2000
brought some user representation to ICANN, they fell short
of implementing the degree of representation called for in
ICANN’s original bylaws (Klein, 2001b, 2001c ).
Future Policy
Institution s are not static entities; they grow over time and
often expand their areas of activity. Such seems likely for
ICANN. As an Internet governance entity, what policies
might ICANN promulgate in the future? Here I brie y
speculate.
Perhaps the most likely area of policy expansion is in
intellectual property protection. Such expansion of rights
has been actively championed since the beginning of the
ICANN process and would be consistent with the initial
direction of ICANN’s activities (Froomkin, 1999 ). The
UDRP could be expanded to give special registration rights
to owners of celebrity names, famous marks, geographical
names, and so on. ICANN could become a global regulator
in the service of property and e-commerce.
Control over the name space could also be leveraged
to promote social justice. ICANN and ccTLD monopolies could raise funds for a universal service fund to
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overcome the global digital divide, allowing poorer countries to pay less for Internet access than wealthy countries.
In private conversations with this author, some ICANN
directors from developing countries have supported such
policies.
ICANN’s capabilities could also be used for content
regulation. Sites violating content regulations could be
censored by having their domain names revoked or redirected. Domain name denial was used in this way in the
case of voteauction.com, which operated a site containing
illegal content (an online mechanism for the buying and
selling of votes ). The registrar for the domain canceled
the registration to suppress its content (Perritt, 2001 ). In
theory, ICANN could enforce regulations broadly using
similar mechanisms.
ICANN could become a vehicle for taxation, perhaps
serving as a means whereby governments collect
e-commerce taxes or whereby ICANN funds its own initiatives. With domain names available from one sole source,
users would have to either pay the fee or suffer denial of access. Indeed, both U.S. legislator s and disgruntle d ccTLDs
have accused ICANN of levying taxes (McCullagh, 1999;
Ward, 2000 ).
Finally, ICANN could become a vehicle for U.S. national policy. In times of war or terrorism, countries opposing the United States could see their domains removed
from the Internet. Individual registrations could be canceled or redirected to reduce the effectiveness of hostile
entities. The relationship between ICANN policy and U.S.
national policy had already come up when the U.S. Department of Commerce had approved the addition of the
.ps domain—for Palestine—to the root zone. Although the
United States did not pursue its narrow national interest,
the case attracted attention because of the potential for
con ict (Cisneros, 2001 ).
With governance mechanisms in place, the possibility of
mission creep—the steady expansion of ICANN’s regulatory scope—seems possible . The combination of effective
mechanisms for governance and weak mechanisms for legitimacy could allow some parties to make global public
policies that favor their interests.
CONCLUSIONS
The simple recognition that ICANN engages in Internet
governance is signi cant. It contradicts established beliefs
and it raises concerns about what kind of governance is
being established. It forces us to ask what should be done.
ICANN contradicts the popular myth of a benevolent
Internet anarchy. As it turns out, the Internet can be controlled. The DNS provides a basis for top-down control,
and ICANN leverages that to make policy. The implications of this are far-reaching and will only be seen over
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time. For this reason, ICANN’s future should concern all
Internet users.
I close with some observations about the relationship
of technology to society. In ICANN we see three ways in
which technology shapes society.
First, objective features of the technology shaped the
administrative and regulatory system. In particular, the
technical characteristics of a distributed database set important policy parameters. The need for a single name
space with a unique root created a central control point.
Likewise, the need for unique identi ers (so that a name
identi es just one host computer ) created problems of control and monopoly. With just one .com zone, within which
there could be registered just one .coca-cola, a system of
monopoly registries was created and the basis for trademark  ghts was laid.
It may be that these technology design features were
not absolutely necessary (although convincing alternatives were not advanced even by ICANN’s critics ). At
minimum, however, history rendered those technical
features suf ciently embedded that they became equivalent to “necessary.” Any attempt to change ICANN’s
status as regulator may have to begin by redesigning
the underlying technology (particularly the requirement
for a unique root under the control of a unique
administrator ).
A second way that technology shaped society was the
role of engineers in making policy. The selection of country codes as domain names was a historical decision with
profound policy consequences. This decision was made so
early in the Internet development process that the only participants were research engineers. These engineers decided
that Internet domains should be associated with geopolitical entities. Had they selected different alphanumeric
identi ers—one could imagine colors, sequential numbers, the table of elements—then there would have been
no basis for the one-per-country distribution of registries
nor the subsequent assertion of national authority over registries. The engineers decided to organize the Internet like
national PTTs. Engineers could make such decisions because they controlled the process early in its developmenta l
history.
A third way that technology in uences society is that it
provides legitimacy for secretive decision-making . When
policy decisions are categorized as “technical,” then it
becomes legitimate for them to be made behind closed
doors by elite groups. Policy disappears from the public sight (Lessig, 1999 ). The groups that gained control
of ICANN invoked this veil of technological legitimacy to
discount their critics. Despite having no technical training,
ICANN’s lawyers justi ed their actions by claiming that
they were making neutral choices on the basis of technical
expertise (McLaughlin, 2000 ).
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ICANN leverages control of Internet addressing to realize global public policy. In ICANN technology has shaped
society, technologist s have made profound policy decisions, and interested social groups have exploited technological legitimacy. Most importantly, the regulatory framework for the global information infrastructure of the next
century has been created.
NOTES
1. This is a slight oversimplication. In fact, Internet communication
is possible by using IP numbers directly, which avoids the need for
interaction with the DNS. However, very few communications use IP
numbers directly. A note to the reader: In this author’s experience, for
nearly every statement made about the DNS an exception can be found.
The reader should bear this in mind when reading this section, which
may contain some oversimpli cations in the pursuit of clarity.
2. This sentence overstates the case a bit. Some computers may
be listed more than once. Other may be listed not at all and may be
reached by using their IP address directly. In the majority of cases,
however, a computer on the Internet has one entry in the DNS name
space. Furthermore, as discussed later, most computers in the DNS
are not user computers but gateways to private networks within which
individual user accounts exist.
3. This part of the Registrar Accreditation Agreement is important
but not particularly succinct. The full text of Section D.1.b.i is: “D. General Obligations of Registrar. 1. During the Term of this Agreement:
b. Registrar shall comply, in such operations, with all ICANN-adopted
Policies insofar as they: i. relate to one or more of the following: (A)
issues for which uniform or coordinated resolution is reasonably necessary to facilitate interoperability, technical reliability and/or stable
operation of the Internet or domain-name system, (B) registrar policies reasonably necessary to implement Consensus Policies relating to
the Registry, or (C) resolution of disputes regarding the registration of
domain names (as opposed to the use of such domain names).”
4. One question that I do not address here is whether the UDRP is
“good” or “bad” public policy. The substance of the regulation is not the
issue. UDRP has been praised by some (Cohen, 2000) and condemned
by others (Flynn, 2000; Mueller, 2001). What is important here is that
fact that ICANN regulates at all.
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